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MODEL RELEASE – MINOR
1. I, ________________________________________________, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is
hereby acknowledged, hereby irrevocably and absolutely consent to the unrestricted use by Don Duncan (“Photographer”) and
his successors, assignees, licensees and legal representatives of any and all photographic or other images (“Images”) of me
and/or my property that the Photographer creates/created or makes/made on the date __________________ in any and all
forms and all media now existing and yet unknown, and in all manners including composite images or distorted representations,
including, without limitation, publicity, illustration, commercial art, advertising, publishing, stock photography, trade, or other
lawful uses as may be determined by Photographer, to copyright same in Photographer’s own name or any other name that he
may choose, and the right to use my name in connection therewith if Photographer so chooses.
2. I waive any and all rights to inspect or approve the finished Images, any written copy, accompanying text or any other
printed or visual matter that may be used in conjunction therewith, or to inspect or approve any version of any use(s) to which
the Images may be applied or used in conjunction therewith.
3. I release and discharge Photographer and those acting under his authority from any and all liabilities, claims, and demands
arising out of or relating to any blurring, distortion, or alteration, whether intentional or otherwise, that may occur or be
produced in connection with the Images, or in connection with any processing, alteration, transmission, display, or publication
of the Images.
4. I represent that I am not affiliated with any model agent or agency and have made no other agreement, whether written or
oral, pertaining to the creation, use of publication of any of the Images.
5. This Agreement constitutes the sole, complete and exclusive agreement between Photographer and Model regarding the
Images and Model is not relying on any other representation, whether oral or written. Model acknowledges that he/she has read
this release and has received a copy of this release.
Signed ___________________________________________________

Date___________________

Model’s Address_______________________________________________________________________
Primary Phone Number_____________________ Secondary Phone Number______________________
Model’s Date of Birth______________________ Model’s Social Security Number_________________
Witness Signature____________________________________
Witness Address______________________________________________________________
If the model is a minor, parent or guardian must sign below:
I, the undersigned, being parent or legal guardian of the minor whose name appears above, hereby consent to the foregoing
conditions and warrant that I have the authority to give such consent.
Parent/Guardian’s Name_____________________________ Date_______________________
(circle appropriate designation)
Parent/Guardian’s Signature_____________________________________________
Parent/Guardian’s Address ______________________________________________
Parent/Guardian’s Telephone Number___________________ Parent/Guardian’s Social Security Number________________
Witness Signature____________________________________
Witness Address______________________________________________________________

